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ZAGIER FORMULA AND A NEW

KIND OF SELBERG ZETA FUNCTIONS

ALEXEI B. VENKOV

1. INTRODUCTioN

We start from formulating the results. Let r z be the modular group r z =
PSL(2, Z) and let Z(s; r z ) be the Selberg zeta function.In the half-plane Res> 1
it is defined by means of the absolute convergent product

co

Z(s; r) = 11 11 (1 - N(p)-k-~)

{Plrz k=O

where {P}rz run through the set of all primitive hyperbolic conjugacy classes in
rz, N(P) is a norm of P. It is weH known that Z(s; r) cau be extended mero
rnorphically to sEC and Z(s; r) satisfies sorne functional equation. All these
properties of Z (s; r) are related to the Selberg trace formula.

The main result of this paper is the definition of a new kind of zeta functions.
They depend on the integer parameter n ~ 1. For Res ~ A > 1 they are defined
by means of the absolute convergent proq.uct

. ' \p(2n+l)

Z(s; r; 12) = 11 (1- N(P)-~) InjJ"(p} c(n)

{P} rz .

(p (t) is sorne zeta function (see the main part of the paper) c(12) is a constant
depending on n only.

We prove that the logarithmic derivative

d
ds

Z(s; rz; n)

can be extended meromorphically to the half-plane Res> 0 at least. We avoid in
this paper some analytic difficulties which are not principal. We consider mainly
the case 12 = 1 and instead of rz we examine sorne special cycloidal subgroups r.

These zeta functions Z(s; r; 12) are related to special Zagier formula which we
caU to mind now.

In the paper [1] Don Zagier derived the Selberg trace formula for the modular
group examined the regularized integral

(1) reg j L k(Z,fZ)E(z,s)dj1(z)
Fz i'Erz
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2 ALEXEIB. VENKOV

for sEC which is elose to the pole of E(z, s) s = 1. Here k(z, z') is a PSL(2, IR)
invariant kerneion the hyperholic plane H, E(z, s) is the Eisenstein-Maass series.
We integrate in (1) over the fundamental domain of the modular group in H. The
measure fl. is defined by the Poincare metric on H.

The left hand side of the Zagier formula is as in the case of the Selberg trace
formula the sum over the conjugacy classes in rz.

reg L j k(z,V)E(z,s)dJL(z)
{}

F.., . _
~ rz '.

From the other side we make use of the expansion in eigenfunctions of the auto
lDorphic Laplacian A(rz ) for the Poincare series

(2) Kr (z, z') = L k(z, ,z'),
,Er

L k(z, ,Z') = L h(Aj)Vj(Z)Vj(Z')+
,Er j

+~100

h(1/4 + r2 )E(z, 1/2 + ir)E(z', 1/2 + ir)dr
4rr -00

{vj} is the basis of all eigenfunctiolls of the discrete spectrum of A(rz), k(z, z') =
k(u(z, Zl)), U (z, z') is the Selberg fundanlental invariant of two points z, Zl EH, h(A)
is the Selberg transformation of function k(t).

Finally, the integral (1) is COlllputed by lueans of the zeta functions of Rankin
Selberg type. We still remember that the integral (1) diverges and we make use of
appropriate its regularization.

In this way obtained Zagier formula for general "s" looks cOluplicated hut it is
interesting and very important forultlla. The Seiherg trace formula follows from
the Zagier formula as the residue at pole s = 1.

The important observation is that Zagier formula (general) is sinlplified for s =
2k + 1, k E Z, k 2: 1. For these values of s we define zeta functions and we prove
their analytic continuation theorem.

In principle we can define zeta functions of this type from luore general integral

j j(z) L k(z,V)dJL(Z)
F ~Er

in the following cases 1) f (z) = E (z, 2k + 1), k E Z, k 2: 1. 2) f (z) = vj (z) is an
eigenfunction of the discrete spectrum of A(r). 3)

is the operator on the upper half plane, y = Imz > 0, q(z) is an analytic form of the
weight 2, the dash lueans the complex conjugatioll, f is some subgroup of a finite
index f C fz.
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We consider here only the case 1) and in more details k = 1.
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2. The main part. Let H be the upper half plane H = {z E C!y = Imz > O}. For
beginning we do not suppose that group r is very special. The followillg assumption
is sufficient. r is a cofinite group acting on IHr, r has no elliptic elements and r has
only oue parabolic generator S : z -+ z + 1.

We start now from the regularization ofthe Zagier integral. (see [1]) Let 8(z, 'l/Jk)
be some special incomplete theta-series

8(Z,VJk) = l: VJk(Y(iZ)),y(Z) = Imz,
"YEr00 \r

{
Y2k+l 1/4 < Y < Y

1/Jk(k) = ' - . -
0, otherwlse

y > °is some fixed number, r 00 c r is the subgroup gellerated by S.
Let k(t) E Cü(O, 00). The following assertions are valid (see [2])

1) The series L.:"YEr k (u (z, I z')) converges absolutely for all z, z' EH.
2) There is the spectral decomposition (2) (we formaly change r z to r).
3) The integral

(3) j, l: k(u( z, / z»0(z, '/;k )dJ.l(z)
F ..,.Er

converges absolutely. Besides, this integral is equal to

(4) l:Lk(u(z,V))0(z"/;k)dJ.l(z) =
{""}r ..,

= l: h(Aj) llVj(zW0(z, '/;k)dJ.l(z)+
J

+2..100

h(1/4 + r 2) f E(z,l/2 + iT)]28(z, 'ljJk)dp.(z)dT,
47r -00 ' } F

where {,}r run through the set of all conjugacy classes in r with representatives
"F..,. is the fundamental domain of the centralizer r..,. of the elelnent i E r in

r u(z z') = Iz-
zI

1
2

•
" yyl

The functions h(;\'), k(t) are connected with each other by the following trans-
formation

{
J: Jtt!d~ = Q(w), k(t) = -~ ft

OO

J'tJ:~

(4) Q(e U + e-u
- 2) = g(u)

h(1/4 +T2) = f~oo g(u )eiTUdu, g(u) = 2
1rr J~oo h(1/4 + ,2)e-iuT dT
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For deriving the desired formula we have to find the asymptotic behavior at
Y -+ 00 of each term in the formula (4) and thus we obtain the regularization of
the Zagier integral.

We consider (4) in more details. We start from the left' hand side. The set
of all conjugacy classes in I is subdivicled for the identity, hyperbolic classes and
parabolic classes.
a) The identity terln in the fonnula (4) is equal to

j 100 dy 11
y2k

k(O) 8(z, 'l/Jk)dp.(z) = k(O) 2" dx7jJk(Y) = k(O)-k + 0(1)
F 0 Y 0 2 Y-+oo

b) The parabolic terms in formula (4) The zero coefficient of the Fourier series
expansion of the Eisenstein-Maass series is equal to

11

E(x + iy, 2k + l)dx = y2k+J + <p(2k + 1)y-2k

where 'P( s) is the autolnorphic scattering matrix (one dimensional) (see [2]).
The sum of all parabolic terms in (4) is

(6)

(7)

The second surn in (6) is equal to

2<p(2k + 1)~ n2~+J 1'''' k(t
2
)t

2k
dt = 2<p(2k + 1)«(2k + 1)100

k(t
2
)t

2k
dt

((s) is the Riemann zeta function.
The first SUffi in (6) is computed in the following way

00 1Y n 2 . y2k y2k
""' k(_)y2k

-
1dy - k(O)- = -k(O)-+

L.t 0 y2 2k 2k
n=-oo

co 100 1Y
2 y2k+l 1CO+ l: dx y2k-1dy k(~ )e2rrinx = ·2 k(t 2 )dt-

n=-co -00 0 y2 2k + 1 0

y2k 100 1Y

--" k(O) + l: dt y2kdy k(t2)e2rrinyt

2k n,#O -00 0

Making use of the integral Green formula 2k times at "t" we continue the equality
(7)

1 Joo ( cF k
) errint1' - 1

= main terms + l: (2 . )2k dt d 2k k(t
2

) 2' t + 0(1)
1r1,n -00 t 7r1,n 1'-+00

n,#O

00 1 l Y ( x 2 ) e2rrin x - e-2rrin x
= Inain terms + 2l: (2 . )2k+l M 2k y2 dx + 0(1)

1T1,n 0 x Y-+oo
n=l

y2k+l 100 y2k (_l)k
= k ·2 k(t2 )dt - k(O)-k + (2 )2k NJ2 k(O)((2k + 1) + 0(1)

2 +1 0 2 11" 1'-+00
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where M 2k (tZ) = :t22kk k(t2) and MZk(O) = (2k~)! k(k)(O).
Finally, the whole contribution to (4) froln the parabolic conjugacy classes is

y2k+l 100
y2k (_1)k ('Jk)'

2 k(t2 )dt - k(O)- + .... .k(k)(0)((2k + 1)+
2k + 1 0 2k (27rFk k!

+ 2tp(2k + 1)((2k + 1)100

k(e)t2kdt + 0(1)
a y~oo

c) 'rhe hyperbolic ternlS in (4)
Let P be a primitive hyperbolic eielnent. We let N(P) denote its norm. There

exists the element g(P) E PSL(2, IR) with the property

N(P)z = g(P-1 )Pg(P)z

for all zEH. The whole contribution to (4) from the hyperbolic classes is equal to
(8)

I: f 11r

.d~ iN(P) dP k (N(p)m +.~(p)-m - 2) E(g(P)z,2k+1)+ 0(1)
a SIn tp 1 P SIn tp y-+oo

{P}r m=l

where {P} run through the set of all primitive hyperbolic conjugacy classes in r.
"Ve denote w(P, m) = N(p)m +N(p)-m - 2. We let L{P}r denote the SUfi in

(8) over the all pairs {P}f,{P- 1 }r. vVe rewrite (8) now

(9)
I 00 1r (()) N(P)

'"' ,,{ .d~ k W.P;1TI i dp (E(g(P)z, 2k + 1)+
LJ LJ Ja SIn tp SIn cp 1 P

{P}r m=l

+E(g(P-1 )z,2k + 1)) + 0(1) , z = peiep
.

y--+oo

It follows from the definition of the Eisenstein-Maass series

(10) i
N(P) d

-.e(E(g(P)z,2k + 1) +E(g(P- 1 )z,2k + 1)) =
1 P

( . 2k+l )100

d 2k ( 1= SIn cp t . t ( 2 )2 k+ 1 +a 1 + 2tcos tp + t

1 ) 1
+ (1 - 2tcostp + t 2)2k+l I: Icdl 2k+1

"YEf 00 \f Ifp

where / run through the set of all double cosets r 00 / r P, c, d are the matrix elements

,g(P) = (: ;)

We let (p (8) denote the corresponding Zagier zeta function

1
(p(s) = I: Icdl s

'YEf 00 \f Ir p
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(11) (sin2k+1c.p) {CO dt. t2k ( 1 + 1 )Jo (1 +2tcos<p + t 2 )2k+l (1 - 2tcos<p + t 2 )2k+l

is computed by means of the residues theory and it is equal to

00

L aklctg2lep
l=O

akt are some constants. We write down these constants later for k = 1. After some
obvious transformations we find that thc formula (9) is an expression of the form

look 100

akt l-1/2L (p(2k+1) L L
W

(Pm)l+1/2' t k(t+w(P,m))dt+ 0(1)
{P}r m=11=0' 0 Y---+co

We introduce sonle notation

Obviously, Qo(w) = Q(w) from the formula (5).
Therefore we cOlnputed the asymptotic behavior at Y --). 00 of the Ieft hand side

of the formula (4). vVe proceed now to the right hand side of this formula. Here
we shalllimit ourselves to more special discrete groups.

We suppose that eigenfunctions of the discrete spectrum of the automorphic
Laplacian A(r) are only constant and the cusp fonns which have property to be
even or odd functions

and there is no other eigenfunctions of the discrete spectrum of A(r). It is the
serious restrietion of thc group r but, in particular, some arithmetical groups r
have this property. The right hand side of the fornlula (4) is an expression of the
form

(12)

where AO = 0, vo(z) = J.1(F)-1/2, j > 0 run through the set of all eigenfunctions of
the discrete spectrum of A(f) which are cusp forms.

For j > °we have Aj > 0 and

Vj(Z) = L pj(n).JYKirj (21rlnly)e2rriDX
n~O
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pj(n) are Fourier coefficents, !(s(z) is the modified Bessel function, 1/4 + r; = Aj.
For the Eisenstein-Maass series we have the same Fourier decomposition

E(z, s) = y~ +<p(S)y1-s +L dn(S)v'Y!(S_1/2(2rrlnly)e2rrinx
n#O

We make use of these decolupositions for the transfonnation of (12). We have
a) The contribution of Vo to (12)

From the definition of 8(z, 'lj;k) we have

h(O) [ h(O) [00 dy [1 h(O) y2k
J.l(F) lF 8(Z,V;k)dJ.l(z) = p,(F) Jo y2 Jo dx7f;k(Y) = p,(F)' 2k +:9~

b) The contribution of the cusp forms to (12)

(13) L h(Aj) j, 8(z, 4>dlv j(ZW dl l (Z) =
j>O F

=L h(Aj) [ E(z, 2k + 1)lvj(z? Idp,(z) + 0(1)
j>O } F Y-+oo

The last integral is the Rankin-Selberg convolution anel it is equal to

1 r 2 (k+1/2) . 2
4n2k+1 r(k+1) Ir(k+1/2+zrj)1 ((2k+1;Vj)

where ((2k + 1; Vj) is the Rankin-Selberg zeta function

((s; Vj) = f Ipj(~W
nn=l

r (s) is the Euler function. As a result (13) is equal to

2
1
k+1 r;~\+ 1/~) L h(Aj )Ir(k +1/2+irj W((2k +1; Vj) +0(1)

4n 2 + 1 . 0 Y -too»

c) The contribution of the Eisenstein-Maass series to (12)
We have

(14)

.!- joo h(1/4 + r2
) [ 8(z, VJk)!E(z, 1/2 + ir)1 2dp,(z)d7' =

41r -00 }F

1 JOO 100
dy 11

=- h(1/4 + r 2
) 2 dx7f;k(y)IE(z, 1/2 + ir)1 2 dr =

41f -00 0 Y 0

= y2k+l JOO h(1/4+r2)dr+ 2-joo h(1/4+r2) <p(1/2+ir.) y2k+1-2irdr+
2n(2k + 1) -00 4n -00 2k + 1 - 2zr

+~ JOO h(1/4 + r2) <p(1/2 - ir.) :V2k+1+2irdr+
4n -00 2k + 1 +2zr

1k r
2

(k + 1/~) joo h(1/4 + r 2 )lr(k +1/2 + ir)12((2k +1, E(·, 1/2 + ir))dr
161r2 +2 r(2k + 1 -00

+0(1)
y-+oo
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where the Rankin-Selberg zeta funetion for the Eisenstein-Maass series is defined
by the fOITllula

((s;E(.,1/2+ir)) = ~ Idn (1/2+ir)12
~ n S

n=l

The integrals with the function <.p are eomputed using the theory of residues.
The functions hand <.p are meromorphie (analytie). The only pole of the <.p(s) in
the half plane Res 2: 1/2 is the simple pole at s = 1 with the residue equal to
J.l (F) -1. We rernember also the fune tional equation <.p (s)<.p (1 - s) = 1. Finally (14)
is equal to

y2k+1 1 1 1
--9(0) - _y~2kh(0)- + -h( _k2 - k)<.p(k + 1)+
2k + 1 2k f-l(F) 2

1 r 2 (k+1/2)jOO -+ 2k+2 m r( k) h(1/4 + r
2 )lr(k + 1/2 + ir)1 2

((2k + 1, E(·, 1/2 + ir))dr+
167r 2 + 1 -00

+ 0(1)
Y-"co

Therefore we faund the asyrnptotie behavior at Y --+ 00 of eaeh term in the formula
(4) and as a result we proved the following assertion.

Theorem 1. Let k(i) be a function k(i) E C~(IR+) tllen tbe following fonnula is
valid

This Zagier formula is simplified essentially when k = 1. Besides we can rewrite
it in terms of a funetion h(A) but not a funetion k(t) like in the Selberg traee
formula.

We will not give here the precise definition of the fonnula and we formulate the
result only
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Theorem 2. In condition of the Theorem 1 the following formula is valid:

(15)

~ ~ {11" g(rnlnN(P)) 9 1
Lt (p(3) ~ 8"' N(p)m/2 _ N(p)-m/2 - 32 . (N(p)m/2 _ N(p)-m/2)3'
{P}r m-I

.rOCJ
h(1/4 + r 2)N(p)-irm (N(p~m + N(p)~m) dr} _

.I-OCJ 1 - zr 1 + 21'

_ 'P(3
2
)((3) jOCJ h(1/4 +2

r2
)dr + ((3; jOCJ (1/4 + r 2)rth(11"r). h(1/4 + r 2)dr =

11" -00 1 + r 6411"_00

=<p(2)h(-2) +_1 ~h(.-\')~((3,V')+
2 3211" Lt J Ch7rTj J

j>O

1 jlX) h(1/4 + r 2 )(1/4 + r 2
) .

+128 2 h ((3,E(-,1/2+zr))dr11" -IX) C r11"

We can define now the zeta function of the Selberg type making use of the
fonnula (15). We choose the test function h(.-\) aB follolvs

2 1 8(1-8) 1
h(1/4+r 's'a) = +.-----

" (s - 1/2)2 + r 2 2(2s - 1) (8 + 1/2)2 + r 2

8(1-8) 1 1 a(1-a) 1
- 2(28 - 1) . (s - 3/2)2 + r 2 - (a -1/2)2 + r 2 - 2(2a -1) . (a + 1/2)2 + r 2 +

a(1 - a) 1+. Res> 1, a > Res
2(2a - 1) (a - 3/2)2 + r2 l

It is not hard to see that for given test function h(.-\j Si a) the fOrnlula (15) is valid
but the corresponding k function does not satisfy the condition of the Theorem 2.

We introduce now two zeta fUllCtiollS
, 00

Zl(S) = TI TI(1-N(p)-~-m)i~
{P}r m=O

, 0Cl 00 IX)

Z2(S) = TI TI TI TI(1 - N(p)-8-m-k-l)t~
{P}r m=O k=O 1=0

It is not hard to prove also that for Res > A » 1 these products converge
absolutely. Besides the contribution of all hyperbolic classes in the formula (15) for
the function h(1/4 +r 2 j 8j a) is equal to the following expression

(16)

1 {Z~() 8(1-s) (Z~( ) 1 Z~( ) 1 )-s + -8+1 --8-1 +
28 - 1 Zl 2 Zl 2s + 1 Zl 2s - 3

9 Z~() 98(1-s) Z~( 1) 9s(1-8) Z~( 1)
+28 - 3 Z2 8 + 2(28 + 1)(2s - 1) Z2 8 + - 2(28 - 3)(28 - 5) Z2 8 - +

9 Z~ 9 Z~
+ 28 + 1 Z2 (8 + 2) + 2(28 +1)(28 + 3) Z2 (s + 3)-

98(1-s) Z~

2(28 - 1)(2s - 3) Z2 (8 + I)}
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minus the same expression with the argument a instead of s. The dash in the last
formula means the sign of the derivative of course.

We define now the zeta function

ZO(s) = TI (1 - N(p)-s)a{P), a(P) == ~ ((3)
{P}r 8InN(P)

This function is generating for Z) (s), Zz (s). We have
00 00 00

Z)(s) = TI Zo(s + 1n), Zz(s) == TI TI Zl(S + k + I) ==
m=O k=O 1=0

00 00 00

== TI TI TI Zo(s + rn + k + I)
m=O k=O 1=0

Making use of the formulae (15), (16) we can extend lllerolnorphieally the logarith
mic derivatives

(17) Z~ (s), Zi (8), Z~ (s)
Zo Z) Z2

to the half plane Res> 0 at least if we ean prove the meromorphie eontinuation of
the integral

(18) Joo (1/4 + TZ)
h h(1/4 + T2

; s; a)((3, E(·, 1/2 + ir) )dr
-00 c 7rT

We cau do it for cycloidal subgroups of the modular group rz (01' for subgroups
with one parabolie generator only) without elliptie generators. As it follows froln
the paper [3] the integral (18) is reduced to the integral essentially

Joo 2 2 ((3 - 2iT )((3 + 2iT)
eonst. -00 (1/4 + r )(h(1/4 + r ; si a) ((1 _ 2iT)((1 + 2iT) dr

with the Rieman zeta funetion for these discrete groups. The last assertion is valid
beeause for any cycloidal subgroup of rz the Eisenstein-Maass series is almost equal
to the Eisenstein-Maass series of rz. We will not give here the details of the proof
and we formulate only the result.

Theorem 3. Let r be a cyc10idal subgroup of the modular group without elliptic
elements. Then tbe functions (17) can be extended Ineromorphically to the half
plane Re s > 0 at least.
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